The effects of local application of D2 selective dopaminergic drugs into the medial prefrontal cortex of rats in a delayed spatial choice task.
The study examined the effects of modulation of dopamine D2 receptors-mediated neurotransmission in the rat's prefrontal cortex (PFC) on storage and executive components of working memory. Rats were trained on delayed (delay interval, 3 s) and non-delayed choice in a U-maze. The prominence of proactive interference was evaluated by sorting errors in a current trial on the basis of animal reactions in a preceding trial. The erroneous runs to the same arm of the maze as in the previous trial were identified as the repetitions (RE) and the erroneous runs to the other arm in comparison with the previous trial were classified as alternations (AE). The bilateral microinfusion of D2 agonists PPHT (0.004 microg, 0.04 microg, 0.4 microg/1 microl) into medial wall of the PFC produced a dose-dependent increase in the error rate of the delayed-response task and did not influence non-delayed choice. In delay condition PPHT enhanced the perseverative tendencies (the rate of RE was significantly higher than the rate of AE), in non-delayed choice the erroneous performance was mainly represented by AE. In contrast, the infusion of D2-receptor antagonist sulpiride (0.03 microg, 0.3 microg, 3 microg/1 microl) increased the accuracy of delayed choice and changed the mode of intertrial dependence-rats made significantly more AE than RE. The results are discussed in terms of the involvement of D2 receptor dependent transmission of the PFC in different cognitive processes related to the delayed performance in U-maze (within-trial short-term storage of information versus dynamic control of between-trials working memory processing).